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SOLUTION BRIEF

5G Core and RAN on Diamanti

KEY BENEFITS
Accelerate Time-to-Value 
Seamless integration of 5G Core or RAN with 
Kubernetes and Diamanti, offers unprecedented 
simplicity and agility

Enterprise-Ready

Full-stack Kubernetes solutions for the hybrid 
cloud with integrated storage and networking 
simplifies scaling, boosts security, and improves 
resilience required for 5G applications. 

Low Latency  is the Key

With accelerated networking and storage for 
baremetal containers, Diamanti provides ultra 
low microsecond level network and storage 
latencies. This is very important for running 
latency sensitive and performance hungry 5G 
applications at scale.

. 

Introduction
The telecom industry is evolving to the new standardized 
5G Core based on the cloud native service-based 
architecture (SBA) and New Radio (NR). 5G wireless 
technology is meant to deliver ultra-low latency, higher 
multi-Gbps peak data speeds, more reliability, massive 
network capacity, increased availability, and a more 
consistent user experience to users. Higher performance 
and improved efficiency empower new user experiences 
and connect new industries.

5G Core and RAN
5G is designed to not only deliver faster, better mobile 
broadband services compared to 4G LTE, but it can also 
expand into new service areas such as mission-critical 
communications and connecting the massive Internet of 
Things (IoT). This is enabled by many new 5G New Radio 
air interface design techniques, such as a new self-
contained TDD subframe design. 5G also enhances 
digital experiences through machine-learning (ML)-
enabled automation. Demand for response times within 
fractions of a second (such as those for self-driving cars) 
require 5G networks to enlist automation with ML and, 
eventually, deep learning and artificial intelligence (AI). 
Automated provisioning and proactive management of 
traffic and services will reduce infrastructure cost and 
enhance the connected experience.

https://www.redhat.com/en/about/brand/new-brand/details


Fig1: Service-based reference architecture for 5G system
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• Cloud native computing brings 5G and RAN to the open user arena where it can be rapidly adopted with support from
the open source community in addition to traditional vendors. 5G and RAN ride on Network function virtualization
(NFV) which provides on demand software based virtual network services, decoupling it from underlying hardware. As
the paradigm of cloud computing is shifting to Cloud native architecture, NFVs are also moving from VNF(Virtual
Network Function) - running on VMs, to CNF (Cloud Native Network Function)- running on containers.  Cloud native
technologies bring following benefits to 5g deployment:

Orchestration  
During the cloud native evolution over the years, 
Kubernetes  has become the platform of choice for 
orchestration of container-based workloads. There 
are two notable differences that Kubernetes offers, 
when compared to more traditional Infrastructure-as-
a-Service (IaaS) environments:

• The ability of Kubernetes to carry out end-to-end life
cycle management for pods (which are the main
building blocks of CNAs)

• The declarative approach by which Kubernetes

handles automation tasks.

Diamanti not only solves the problem for orchestrating 
stateless applications,  it can also do life cycle management 
for stateful services such as databases.

.Automation   
Automation is a key topic for any endeavor in the future, 
where a “zero touch” network and instant service activation 
are the goal.

Any human intervention needed must be considered a 
loss if it is not adding value. The future of operation and 
maintenance (O&M) is more about the management of 
automation, where human intervention is based on adding 
intelligence without contributing to latency in the system. 
This is a key building block to reduce cost and create new 
competitive advantages. 

Cloud and infrastructure agnosticism
In the telecommunication industry, a cloud native application 
(CNA) needs to be agnostic to the underlying infrastructure or 
cloud.

Scaling
A microservice based cloud native architecture allows 
independent scaling, based on each microservice’s particular 
need. It will scale linearly as long as the infrastructure provides 
needed resources like CPU, memory, storage and networking. 
This scaling is automated to enable self-dimensioning 
applications.

Resiliency
Cloud native applications are able to recover quickly from any 
combination of failures at any time, without loss of service. 
Multiple failures might lead to capacity degradation, but can not 
impact service availability. Service will continue as long as one 
instance of each required microservice is available. The 
degradation of capacity can be addressed by automated 
scaling, enabling a system to recover quickly and automatically.

Hybrid Cloud
Demand is increasing to deploy CNAs on hybrid clouds across 
various public cloud providers like Google, Amazon and 
Microsoft. Diamanti Spektra enables hybrid cloud management 
of  Kubernetes clusters on any cloud and on-premises for 
stateful as well as  stateless applications.

https://www.redhat.com/en/about/brand/new-brand/details


Diamanti Platform: Simple, Fast, Secure Kubernetes Platform for Hybrid Cloud

Diamanti’s full stack Kubernetes platform is suitable for Communications service providers (CSP) to run both Virtual 
Network functions as well as Cloud Native Network functions under a single uniform platform and provide all the bells and 
whistles.  CSP can  run and manage 5G core applications on core as well as 5G RAN components like Distributed Unit (DU) 
and Central Unit(CU) across the edge and regions. Diamanti Spektra provides a single pane to manage all these clusters 
and applications across edge, region and core.

Cloud Native Services For NFV , 5G core and RAN
• Distributed microservice architecture for easy as-a-service

model
• Easily build custom NFV service stack for rapid application

development and faster time to market
• Availability, auto scaling and elasticity
• Infrastructure agnostic immutability and portability
• Easy access control and management integration

Diamanti  Spektra  Hybrid Cloud Management Plane

Diamanti Ultima Data Plane for Hybrid Cloud 
• Runs on both VM and bare metal heterogeneous

infrastructure

• Single platform  to run both CNFs and VNFs using
Kubvirt

• Full stack, all in one platform
• Distributed storage with data protection,  DR/DP
• Enterprise security with out of band management
• L2/L3 CNI with  network slicing and QOS
• CNI provides overlay or SRIOV VF Interface to Pods
• Works with any Kubernetes distributions
• Optional  acceleration for networking and storage

• Operate seamlessly across hybrid cloud
• Any cloud, any hardware, any Kubernetes
• Hardware acceleration card to boost storage and

networking for on premises, bringing in low latency, high
performance, high density hyper converged platforms.

• Your choice of X86 or X86/GPU servers:  Dell, HPE, Intel,
Lenovo, Supermicro, Inspur, others

• Ready to deploy in minutes

Infrastructure

Fig 2: The building blocks to run 5G core and RAN on a truly cloud native Diamanti Platform

• Global management plane for hybrid cloud across edge,
region and core

• Infrastructure observability & control
• Cluster and application life cycle management
• Flexible multi-tenancy
• Application mobility and DR
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www.Diamanti.com 
408.645.5111

Diamanti is solving the challenge of container-based hybrid clouds with a simple and cost-
effective platform that addresses enterprise requirements for managing Kubernetes data.

and decreases costs while delivering the performance, 
simplicity, security and availability that enterprises need to 
rapidly adopt and expand Kubernetes.

Summary

Diamanti delivers a full stack platform for modern, distributed NFV applications including 5G. 
Diamanti came up with the first and only bare-metal, hyperconverged Kubernetes solution integrated 
with a patented I/O-optimized architecture, delivering transformational low latencies and high 
performance. On top of that, Diamanti’s hybrid cloud offering allows running and managing the 
thousands of heterogeneous cluster with a single common platform across far edge, edge and core. 
With Diamanti,CSPs can focus on deploying 5G applications across on-premises and hybrid cloud 
infrastructure instead of worrying about infrastructure itself.

1 https://www.sdxcentral.com/5g/definitions/5g-nr/  

https://diamanti.com
https://diamanti.com/
https://www.facebook.com/diamanticom
https://twitter.com/Diamanticom
https://www.linkedin.com/company/diamanti/
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